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WHITEBOARDS-BULLETINBOARDS-PROJECTION SCREENS-SPECIALTIES

**Please read entire instructions before beginning installation**

Installation Instructions for Vyn-L-Cork applied directly to walls
Prepare wall: All surfaces must be structurally sound, smooth, clean and dry. Textured or sand painted walls should be
sanded or filled to be smooth prior to beginning application. Permanent HVAC System should be operating, and set to a
minimum of 68oF for 72 hours prior to, during, and after installation.
(We do not recommend installation directly onto masonry surfaces without plaster skim coating, sealing and priming first
for a smooth surface)
Prepare cork: Vyn-L-Cork should be acclimatized to room temperature and humidity for minimum of 24 hours prior to
installation. When at all possible unroll, and lay flat on floor or other flat surface overnight before attempting installation.
This will help Vyn-L-Cork to lay flat. Gentle back-rolling will also help to remove shipping curl from sheets
Cutting cork: Lay Vyn-L-Cork face up (burlap backing down) on top of protective floor covering to avoid any cutting
damage to floor. Cut with razor sharp utility knife, using metal straight edge for guide. Do not use factory edges for any
finished area and especially at any joints.
Note: If cork is fitting tight against walls, cabinets etc. it should be cut slightly oversized to give tight fit at edges. Do
not reverse sheets when placing next to each other; install all Vyn-L-Cork in the same direction. All joints should be
precut using metal straight edge and slightly undercut to produce a smooth nearly invisible seam.
Installation: (Over smooth primed/sealed wall surface such as GWB) Recommended adhesive is TEC #122 Ceramic Tile
adhesive (other quality hard setting linoleum pastes may be compatible but should be tested first). Mark location of
installation onto wall, and trowel paste onto wall with 3/16” x 3/16” Vee notched trowel. 100% coverage is required.
Approximate spread rate is one gallon per 65 ~ 90 square feet over smooth surfaces.
Lift Vyn-L-Cork and place onto wall pressing into paste. Roll entire surface firmly with hand held linoleum roller to assure
100% contact with wall and to remove all air bubbles. Clean installation with mild soap and water. Stubborn stains or
dried adhesive may be removed with mineral spirits.
Note: (Do not use spread rates as may be on container label as these are for floor applications.) (Above adhesive is not
compatible over hard non porous surfaces such as plastic laminates or metal surfaces – these surfaces will require a
multi-purpose type adhesive or Contact type adhesive and should be thoroughly tested for adhesion prior to application).
As PBS Supply Co. cannot anticipate all different types of installations and conditions final selection of adhesive type and
application is at installer’s discretion and risk.
Note: On longer lengths to facilitate handling, Vyn-L-Cork may be loosely rolled inside out and applied to the wall starting
at one end and unrolling as you go. CAUTION-when rolling as above, cork may shrink slightly in length and an allowance
for such during cutting must be made.
Important: Check installation periodically for 3 to 4 hours for any air bubbles or any areas loosening from wall, until
paste is set. Do not install at the end of a day when the installation cannot be checked for possible development of
bubbles. If allowed to dry overnight and then bubbles or loose areas are found they will not be easily repairable.

